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DOUBLE SCANNING-
What's going on here.

Houghton students had barely
settled into their chairs on the

first morning ofchapel before
hearing an announcement by
Wayne Macbeth that has been
the cause of heated discussion

among students and faculty
ever since. That first Monday.
Macbeth announced the

administration's decision to start

requiring students to scan their
ID cards on their way out of
chapel, in addition to the usual
process of scanning in.

The Star interviewed Wayne
Macbeth, Vice-President of

Rend Your

Hearts ...
0

Scenes of destruction and

despair dominate the news these
days. Just nine months after

countries bordering the Indian
Ocean endured one of the worst

natural disasters in history, our
own country now faces a tragedy
of proportions unseen in the
United States since September
11. 2001- only this time, there
are no foreign terrorists to bear

the brunt of our anger and grief.

Rather than demanding revenge.
the people of the United States

have instead offered money,

supplies. labor. and prayer to
the devastated areas of the Gulf

Coast. and the Houghton com-

munity is no exception. Since

hearing accounts of the vast dam-

age to New Orleans and other
areas in Louisiana. Mississippi

and Alabama. Houghton has

risen to the challenge of offering
what support we can.

Student Life. to find out how and

why the administration made the
decision to increase the scanning
requirement.

Macbeth said that deceitful

and deficient attendance issues

were the main reason why
he made the decision to go
ahead with the new double-

scanning process. The problem
of"scanning and scramming"

was brought to his attention
by several students and by the
Spiritual Life Committee, which
is made up of both students and
faculty. Macbeth was told that
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"a lot more" students "scan and

scram" than the administration

knew of.

Macbeth told the Star

that since the college requires
students to attend chapel, '1
feel a responsibility to help
students fulfill the requirement."
Macbeth believes that part of
helping students to fulfill that
requirement is having a scanning
system that doesn't "encourage

students to cheat." Implying that
the previous system's lenience
provided too much room for
dishonesty.

The other problem that the
Omee of Student Life faced was

one ofmechanical glitches in the
scanning technology. Over the
summer Macbeth bought new
and more scanners, as well as
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updating the software used to
keep track of student attendance.

Last year they occasionally
were forced to grant everyone a
chapel credit because the system
was unable to keep reliable
records. Macbeth said that in

order to -be firm" about requiring
chapel attendance. that Houghton
College "needs a system that
works well.-

Wayne Macbeth said that -1
would want scan and scramming
student to know that I trust most

students...I'm only trying®
address the untrustworthy."

Last semester Macbeth

asked the Student Government

Association for their input on
changing the chapel scanning

(continued on page 2)

' New York isolation is As a community of says the Lord, return to me with
not ideal for those who want faithful believers, those con- all your heart. with fasting. with
to offer physical aid to those in nected with Houghton know that weeping. and with mouming.
need along the Gulf Coast. so prayer is just as important as rend your hearts and not your
gifts of money and prayer have any other kind of relief we clothing. Return to the Lord. 
become the main means for could offer. and our commu- your God. for he is gracious
Houghton students, faculty, ty has certainly answered and merciful. slow to anger. and
and staff to reach out. The e call. In addition to abounding in steadfast love
SGA is in charge of funds- offering prayer fur the (Joel 2:12-13 NRSV).
raised for the relief

Gulf Coast in every At the prayer service. Dr.
effort. They chose F                        chapel and many Brittin addressed the natural
World Hope Inter- classes since the tendency for people to seek dn
national (WHI). a disaster. the SGA object for blame when something 
faith based relief and OneTh- as destructive and devastating as «
and development ing ministries Hurricane Katrina occurs. and
organization, held a prayer it's no surprise that many have
as the chan- service for the turned to God for just that. Dr.
nelthrough

affected ar*i Brittain reminded the congrega-
which to send -tion of the importance of not
aid to the aff . The laying the blame on God. He also
areas. Jo An usic and prayer of- urged us to not interpret the situ-
Lyon. the dir or o fered for the suffering ation as being caused by the sup-
WHI is also a member focused on comfort for posed sinfulness of New Orleans.
of Houghton's board of ' .those in need. and the Instead, we pray.
trustees. A coffeehouse has. o that in the midst of In addition to prayer. Hough-
been organized for Thurs- gedy. people would turn ton is offering more concrete
day September 15th to help to God. The scripture chosen assistance in various forms. The,
collect donations. a significant as a unifying theme for the ser-
amount of which have already vice was Joel 2: -Yet even now, (continued on page 6 )
been submitted to SGA.
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( Double: continued from page I )

policy to the stricter requirement
ofthis current semester. double

scanning. Student senate member
Kate Hamilton told the Stai- that

"Our overwhelming response
to their ideas u·as for them to

do nothing....they chose not 10
listen to us.-

Alternative solutions to

dishonesty and frequent chapel
absences were discussed as weli.

The present SGA president. Jason
Shambach. wrote to the Stal·.

-Many suggestions were

ofTered. Double scanning was
one possibility. Also moving the
scanners to the entrances o f the

chapel. having assigned seating.

having faculty or staff watch
the doors every chapel... No
official consensus was made in

senate or cabinet. but Macbeth

took the ideas with him." In the

past the faculty took attendance.

and had a group of students

assigned to sit with them. This

fell out of practice partly because
the administration couldn't

find enough faculty willing to
participate.

Despite the student
governments lack ofenthusiasm

about double scanning and
discussion of alternatives.

Macbeth decided to go ahead

with double scanning.
He said that "We were

looking for a better suggestion,"
but evidently could not come up
with one. Macbeth admits "we

[the administration] are not really
excited about this," in reference

to double scanning.
The Star inquired about the

chapel attendance requirements

of other Christian colleges.

Seieral other schools require
chapel attendance. such as

Indiana Wesleyan. Macbeth

said that "a few places". such

as Taylor University and
Eastern College. rely solely on

the expectation that students

should attend chapel. to fill their

seats. Messiah College requires

chapel. but makes alternatives

to the traditional chapel setting
available to students. such

as lecture series and service

opportunities.
As faras the long accepted

policy of. requiring chapel

members of the sports teamsSports Teams foreed strong bonds with each
Minister Abroad that we always wanted Hough-

othbr. 1 know for my team

ton Mens Soccer to win. but
Despite the craving for we now' cheer

a needed and well deserved for the team
vacation. warm weather, and as individu-
other summer perks, numerous als because
Houghton College athletes put. .- ofthe strong
their-summer brEak on hola this relationship
year in order to travel on sports built during
ministry teams. These short the trio " re-
term mission trigs took Hough- flected Men's
ton students and coaching statl Basketball
to distant parts of the world. head coach

where they were determined . Brad Zames.
to share the gospel and love of Not only did
Christ. our students

This past summer the Men's use the pas-
Basketball. Women's Basket- sion they
ball, and Men's Soccer teams feel towards
traveled to Europe together. sports as a
where they spent two weeks in ministry tool
Brno ofthe Czech Republic. in a foreign
Meanwhile. the Women's Vol- country. but
leyball team ventured south to they became
Nicaragua in Central America. aware of new

Hougnton College has beqn outlooks on
dedicated to the sharing of athletics ando
Gods love and word tnrough insight into
sports ministry trips for eight the reason
years. in the Czech Republic they pull on
and other global destinations. shin-guards or

Coupled\vith the efforts lace up sneak-
of fnission corporations like ers everyday.
Global Partners and Ignite For many, playing and
International who contributed rooting for your Iocal team is
this summer. Houghton Col- simply a way of life." observed
lege student-athletes went to Mafhew Webb, head coach of
use their passion for sports to tile men's soccer team. Hough-
model the love and dedication ton athletes became acquainted
thev have towards Chfist. with a global outlook on the

-Sports provide a platform lifestyle that is sports and
for ministry." claimed head Vol- undoubtedly brought a piece of
levball coach Nancy Cole. that back to the campus com-

1n addition to ministry,

attendance goes, Macbeth thinks
that "as long as we have a
commitment to require chapel"
then the college should enforce
that requirement. Macbeth
also commented that out of the

colleges that require chapel. "we
have the most generous excuse

policy." referring to the 1/3
allowed chapel skips.

The Star raised the question
to Mr. Macbeth of' whether or not

the administration had considered

students' motivation in attending
chapel. The question was
whether it is the administration's

goal to boost attendance by

promoting the intrinsic value
of chapel. or by the external
motivation of fulfilling the

attendance requirement. Macbeth

seems in favor of both. saying
that Houghton's "commitment

to good programming...has

been greater than in past years."
The appointment of a Dean of'

Chapel is another reflection

of Houghton's commitment

to creating quality chapel
experiences for students and

faculty.
The Sta,- asked whether the

munity.
In our country athleticism

is a prized ability, and o.rga-
nized sports are something
that people strive to be a part

of. When

people excel
in sports
they receive
appreciation
like that of

royalty. Yet,
as out Volley-
ball team saw
m Nicaragua,
sports aren't
m the same

limelight.
'The

national

volleyball
team which
we played 7
times while
we were

there-, does
not get paid.
The gi ris are

not paid to
play. and the
coaches also
do not get
Daid to coach.
So the players
are either tull

time in the work force or still
students and the coaches also
have other jobs so that they
will have mcome," com-
mented Cole. "For the love
of the game" doesn't ring as
true in America as it does in

Nicaragua.
Athletic Director, Skip Lord

commented, "Over 96% of
the people in the US watch,

administration would be willing
to change the double scanning

policy. Wayne Macbeth's answer
was, "1'm willing to change
it." The administration is still

keeping an eye out for the "better
solution" they asked the SGA for
last semester.

Student and faculty reactions

were varied, from passionate and

angry to apathetic and oblivious.
One student sounded

aggravated and said, "It's

stupid and I hate it...we're

not in kindergarten anymore.

Wayne Macbeth." She went on
to comment, if this was about

integrity, we wouldn't have to
scan at all."

Other students said casually
to the Star...\ couldn't care less"

and "1'm ok with it." A group

of first-year students in Big Al's

didn't understand all the uproar.

in contrast, a sophomore was
overheard as he was about to

scan his card in chapel. saying

with a sarcastic laugh. "1 feel like
a tool whenever 1 do this."

The Stal· interviewed Dr.

Michael Walters. Professor of

( continued on page 6 )

read about or participate in
sports on a weekly basis. The
interest is similar m other

countries. Using athletics as
a hook to engage our culture
and its people in meaning-
ful relationships that lead to
opportunities to share Christ
is a great way to use this
interest.

The student-athletes feel
that they.did their best to
communicate the love of
Christ to the people they met.

"It's amazing how God
worked throu8h the language
barrier and allowed us to
still communicate His word

to thesepeople," affirmed
Women s basketball member,
Beth Barrows.

Webb says of the athletes
and their ministry, "Sports
can be in and ofitselr a uni-
versal language:... although
verbal communication can
be difficult, participating
together in a sport that they
love can facilitate the kinds

of relationships which can
lead to telling others about
Christ."

The teams went out to

spread God's word to the
people. as they felt called
to do, illustrating His love
through sports. in addition
to this valued experience,
students and coaches returned

- to campus with treasured
memories and 90,1,pF*
stronger rela-
tionships with
each other. *

-Lindsay landon,

Sta# Writer
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The Pope's Wake
Italy at the beginning of April

was like a country holding its
breath. The major tv channels
had cameras constantly trained
on the lighted windows of Pope
John Paul II's

rooms at the

Vatican. Those

of us study- -
ing at San
Lodovico's

rushed out at

morning coffee
breaks to try to
piece together
the signifi-
cance of the

headlines. On

the morning of
Saturday. April
2. 1 grabbed
some bread

baskets and

followed one
of the nuns into

the kitchen.

She shook her

head sadly in
response to
my questions.
Sm male. Sta

molto mate. she

said. folding
her arms across

her chest. That

evening he
was dead. and over the next few

days we watched in amazement
as four million pilgrims from
around the world descended on

Rome.

From a Protestant perspective
it was somewhat perplexing. No
matter how impressive a pioneer
Pope John Paul II may have been
for ecumenicism and reconcilia-

tion, all that was left to see was a

dead body. The Italian Catholic
fixation on bodies was one of

the most foreign issues I con-
fronted during my five months
in a convent. It's incorporated

into every aspect of experi-
ence-relies had prominent
places on the altars, bodies
were built into the floors of the

churches. In our convent. the

basement under the old novice

dormitories had been used as

a graveyard for medieval nuns
and rough crosses marking their
graves were scratched in the
rock walls of the room next to

the wine barrels. Even the ca-

thedral in the town

I was living in was
built in honor of a

blood stained rag
-1.=:Ii:*IM„Avi.: from the fourteenth

century.
The sheer

physicality of the
tradition can be

altogether over-
whelming. and
some of the dis-

X . comfort I felt may
have been justified.
The tascination

with death can

sometimes border

on the macabre. In

the nearb>' town of
Civita Bagnoregio
there were a couple
of shellaced 9 ints

set up in glas
coffins in the nave

to display their
gradual moulder-

ing. But I was even uncomfort-
able with the polychrome blood
on the knees of the Jesus we

passed every day in the hall, and
it made me wonder i f I had ever

really grasped the significance of
Christ's blood if I couldnk even

handle it in paint. We have the
antiseptic version of the faith by
comparison.

So. since I happened to be
living less than an hour away by
train. I decided to go to Rome
for the Popek wake. Vatican
City and St. Peter's Cathedral
is one of the most overwhelm-

ingly opulent places in the world.
but when there are wall to wall

crowds crammed through all the
surrounding streets it doesn't
seem so aloof. 1 left on a late

train. in hopes that the lines
would thin out overnight. but
when I arrived at thO station I

had to step around respectable-
looking people sleeping in rows
on the floor. I had hardly gotten
out of the station when I was sur-

rounded by more people who had
just arrived. Vieni.' they yelled.
and swept me along with them in
a mad dash. There were rumors

that the carabinieri were closing
the line.

We arrived out of breath an-

were barraged by groups of
reporters who were hanging
around the end of the line. The

atmosphere was expectant and
surprisingly jovial. but we were
told that waits could last all

night-there would be plenty
of time to muster the requisite
solemnity People laughed and
cheered whenever a new group
of pilgrims joined the line. and
the cheering redoubled whenever
anyone waved a Polish flag. A
group of Croatian nuns sang
hymns. and I joined in Englih.
More languages than I could
count were crammed elbon· to el-

bow. It was like what a univenal

church might look like if heaven
turns out to be too small.

it was a night of chance
friendship. We huffled along
in increments. sometinies surying
forward, sometimes scarcely
moving for hours. and just before

dawn the line halted com-

pletely. There was no room
to sit. or even crouch. except
between a strangers knees.
Tired heads had to be leaned

on a stranger's shoulders.
When crowd began to get
restless. and I found myself
wedged between bodies.
struggling to breathe. a student
from Pisa I'd met at the begin-
ning of the night grabbed my
hand to pull me out of the
way.

By dawn. after eight hours
in line. we had scarcely moved
one block. and I had to leave

to catch a train. Reluctantly.
I squirmed my way to the
edge of the line and jumped
the road block. It's not my
tradition. I comforted myself.
It's better to leave my patch
of pavement to someone else.
Outside the line Rome was

deserted. All the usual haw'k-

ers and street vendors were

gone-only a row of brim-
ming porter potties stood on
St. Angelo's bridge. l picked
my way alone through a sea
of empty bottles and scattered
trash. while rhythmic cries of
Giovanni Paok) and Santo.

Smmi. Santo echoed long =
after I'd turned away.

We had spent so much time
worrying about what would
happen when the pope died.
For many young people. John
Paul 11 was the only pope
they had ever known. and he
proved himself to be a leader
that people from all traditions
could respect. A>, it turn:·.
out. though. w'hat happened -
is what always happens-life
goes on. A, one of the CNN
announcen commented later

that week when the funeral

was broadcasted. that's the

central message
of the church.
That death is not
the end. *
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Arts
Ortlip Gallery features
Bitsy Mayhle's,

"The Covenant"

It was an experience of
color- Bitsy Mayhle's exhibit,
entitled "The Covenant.- opened
on Friday night. with a gallery·
talk given by Mayhle.

Mayhle is Houghton native:
she attended Houghton Academy
before she was recrujied to the

UniversityafToledo, Ohio for
volleyball. where she ch*nged
her major from Pre-med to Art,
and earned her bachelors.

Long-term community mem-
bers have been able to watch her

progress. Beave Sorensen, an-
other Houghton Academy gradu-
ate, said that he has appreciated
"seeing how [her works] changed
from the beginning" and looked
forward to seeing where her
works were headed in the future.

Her perseverance has yielded re-

FROM THE LmRARY
by Beave Sorenson

Jules et Jim

I can usually tell that I will

really enjoy a film when initially

it repulses or confuses me. A suc-

cessful narrative will rearrange
us, interrupt the way we think
and see. without the need to offer

any resolution. It is something
you mull over, something that

sticks with you, that you wrestle

with-- chewing on the cinematic
cud, as it were. The film I want

_to talk about this week produced

exactly this reactjon in me, and
I've spent a lot of time cud-
chewing over it.

suits in the art world. Mayhle is
the winner of a variety of awards.
including 'Best of Show" in
2005 from the Southern Tier

Biennial (this piece is on display
at her exhibit). the 2004 -Toledo
Potter's Guild Award" from the

Toledo Area Artist 86th Annual

Exhibition at the Toledo Museum

of Art. and the 2004 "Outstand-

ing Graduating Senior" award
from the

art depart
ment at

The Uni-

versity of
Toledo.

Mayh
le's sense

of her art

is focused

on her

belief that

"color

impacts
ourlives

daily in
innumer-

able ways,

whether it is emotionally,

physically, psychologically, or

spiritually." She also observes
that 'rarely does a person slow
down to really scrutinize the vast

Jules et Jim is the masterpiece

of Francois Truffaut, a leading
force of the French New Wave

movement during the middle of

the 20th century. Based on the

novel by Henri-Pierre Roche,

it is a story about friend-

ship and the wonderful way a
woman can undo a man. The

film contains some of the most

beautiful images of friendship

I have seen in film, running a
close second to The Fox and the

Hound.

My favorite scene between
the two friends is at a caf6.

where they sit and discuss

former loves. Jules keeps pre-

senting Jim with photos of the
various women he has known,

then, lacking a picture for one,

picks up a piece of chalk and

draws what looks like a perfect

Matisse or Picasso portrait on
the table. Jim later tries to buy

the table. This spontaneous

pattern is repeated over and
over. Jim writes about their

array of hues and tones" - which
is exactly what Mayhle does in
each of her pieces. Art major
Mari Lamp declared that "look-
ing at these pieces makes me
more aware of color in my own
work.-

Mayhle's work shows a

dedication that Art major Josiah
Bartlett called, 'impressive
stuff." Mayhle does not cut any

corners in

her work; she

works down

to the exact

detail to cre-

ate a unique
artwork that

uses color in

a manner that

most of us

are not used

to seeing. Art
major Sheri
Taber ex-

plained, "it's

very carefully

done - every
line is a dif-

ferent color.

Although Mayhle's works
are methodical, she took care

to assure her audience that she

was not a rigid personality;

friendship in his novels, until, on
a whim, the two travel to visit a

statue they see in a slide show at

a friend's apartment.
Catherine, the femme fatale.

soon enters the picture and the
film becomes what it is known

for: the record of a m6nage-a-
trois. While this woman, an im-

pulsive and infuriating character,
becomes the center of the film.

she also serves as a compliment
to the bond between Jules and

Jim. Neither war nor women

can come between the two. In

the end. she is their undoing.
although they never lose feel-

ings of tenderness for each other.
Their friendship is simple, like

Jule's drawing on the cafd table,
and it is that quality that allows it
to endure.

I'd like to follow this film

up with Truffaut's 400 Blows,

another gem of the French New

Wave. In the meantime, keep

your eye out for "Therese," one
of Truffaut's incidental but funni-

although her work is repetitive, it

is "far from mindless." Mayhle
is an artist who recognizes her .
boundaries, and embraces them.

She related her sports experience

to her art work, in that "sports
are all about boundaries." but

with her art, there is "boundless

freedom for creativity."
"The fact that her work is so

enigmatic makes it all the more
amazing," says Rachel Blystone:
it's up to the viewer to decide

what to make of Mayhle's works.

because. according to Mayhle.
everyone will have "an individu-

al color experience. '

Several students. including Sheri
Taber and Shelly Mohr. said

Tve never seen anything like

this before." Mayhle's works
cause the viewer to examine the

world around them a little dif-

ferently - to see the "interesting
pallet" as described by Art major

Jocelyn Pugh, that exists all
around us.

Mayhle's exhibit, which was
extended from August 1st, will

remain in the Ortlip Gallery until

the end of Septem- 
ben *

-by JillianSenna Gean. IStalf Writer

est characters; she's the one who

leaves them in the caf6 where

Jim drew on the table. *
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Featured Art

Work in progress by senior

Julie Waltz, oil on canvas. The

face is built up gradually in
a layering process that Waltz

says is almost intuitive. "I'm

just continually trying to adjust
the color to match what I see,"

she explains. "I liked the way

the light played across the face
when we started. It was really
interesting-almost stark."

The preliminary charcoal

sketch still shows through the
roughly blocked sections of
color and value. "I'm thinking
about leaving it so there are
thicker and thinner layers and
some of the drawing still shows
through at the end," she says.*
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FROM THE LmRARY
By Adam Sukhia

Running Fence

Running Fence documents
persistence and determination
in an engrossing story about
humanity. culture and art. Most
recently known for The Gates
in Central Park, husband and

wife artist-team. Jeanne-Claude

and Christo, have been creating

works on a grand scale for years.
This 1978 film follows the

two Bulgarian-born artists in
their journey, erecting a 24 mile
long, eighteen foot high, fabric
fence across the California coun-

tryside. Through their attempts

to persuade the local farming
communities to cooperate. we
see a wide range of human
emotion. Within the artists'

struggle lies an interesting

story about the relationship of
art to the common man. Ulti-

mately. the film shows a com-
munity united in the endeavor
of creating beauty in the form
of a fence of white fabric glow-
ing in the sun, rippling in the
wind. and gradually trailing off
into the Pacific Ocean.

As film makers. the Maysles

brothers have given us what
seems to be the true essence of

Christo and the unique works
the artist produces. Collaborat-
ing with the couple on several
occasions. the Maysles success
is in bringing us the details.

triumphs, tears, and finally an
hour of the human experience
that anyone who enjoys art.
documentaries, or just a good

story will appreciate. *

(Katrina, continued Jrum page i )

administration has reached out

through several venues to seek

displaced college students who
may be looking for a new school.
The school would work with each

student on transferring credit and
financial aid on a case by case
basis. However. Wayne Macbeth.

the Dean of Student Life. says
that -while we have reached out

through several channels. we have
no takers as of today."

Matt Dougherty. Director of
Service Learning. traveled to the
affected areas very soon after the
disaster struck. He worked in a

small town just outside of New'

Orleans to help bring supplies
and transport the elderly. As of
now. the Gulf Coast is not open to
smaller groups wishing to assist in
the relief effort. However. Hough-
ton is planning on sending a group
of students over February break.
when it is expected that small

groups will be allowed into the
area. More information concern-

ing this trip will be forthcoming.
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In the wake of such a devastating.
widespread disaster. it's hard for
a small community in an isolated
area to imagine the difference our
efforts could make. But changes
are made one person at a time.
The campus prayer list-holds the
names of alumni, family mem-
bers, and friends who are either

missing or were affected by the
storm. and each one of those peo-
ple is regularly prayed for. World

Hope International. with the funds

supplied by Houghton as wd as
other individuals and communi-

ties. brings hope and comfort to '
the suffering. one by one. Matt
Dougherty returned with names
and stories from the displaced and

grieving that puts a personal spin
on the faceless millions. As time

goes on, more stories will surface.

and the effects of our support and
prayers will be seen.*
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Religion. When asked what
he thought of the new· double
scanning rule. he replied "Its a
bit draconian...its overkill.-

' He continued. in reference

to the administration's concerns

, about scanning and scramming,
-We need to legitimately deal
with the issue. but I feel like it's

a bit ofan impractical approach.
and I would rather see an appeal
to the student's character.-

In the end. no one wants to

protect the students u·ho scan
and scram. Walters said. "It's

sleazy....lets be adult about
this at least.- No matter what

one's personal 6pinions are
about required attendance at
chapel. Walters and others on
campus advocate maturity. He
said earnestly. "Let's find a way
to treat each other with a certain

C.L.E.W.
What are we

Emphasizing?

A makeshift chapel sound
system and its subwoofer carried
the jou. rumbling voice of Mr.
Leonard Sweet to large audiences
during the college's biannual
Christian Life Emphasis Week
(CLEW). During his time here.
Mr. Sweet spoke to such topics
as the mission of the church. the

interpretation of Scripture. and

the paradoxes of faith. pepper-
ing his speech with acronyms.
witticisms, puns, and sweet

anecdotes. We were encouraged
to become pneumanauts. true

explorers ofthe Spirit. willing to
question the conventions of our
faith m response to the changing

 culture that surrounds us.
Hon·ever throughout the

ueek. I was of-ten left wondering
about the tie between his lectures

and the -focus on Scripture
and emphasis on the Lordship
ofJesus Christ. . . as a time of

strengthening and renewal [for]
the student body. faculty. staff.
and administration" which is the

stated purpose of'CLEW While
I felt his lectures carried substan-

tial \ieight in pointing out needs

amount of respect."

One senior agreed about the

lack of respect in the new policy.

saying with dismay, -This new

policy is so patronizing...1 feel
betrayed by my own school, and

I cant wait to graduate."
The issue then. seems to be

w·hat the goal of our current
chapel policy should be. Should
we continue to monitor chapel
attendance in and out of chapel.
or is there a better way to achieve

the spiritual formation of the
Houghton community?*

-Citistinc DiF,in=o. 
Editor-in-Chief

Please e-mail vour leners

to the editor on this or any
other subject to christine.
difonzo(@houghton.edu .

within the Church and in calling
us to a higher vision ofChristian
life. we did not. in fact. seem to

participate in that vision.
As evangelicals. we tend to

f-orget the distinction betu·een
teaching and preaching While

, the two function in a similar

 fashion. it is important to remeni-
ber to distinguish between them.
Teaching falls under the category
of secondary discourse. For ex-

ample. teaching may explain the
forgi, eness offered to humanity
by God. Preaching. however.
must go farther by becoming
primary discourse. it must not
simply tell about forgiveness
but proclaim the forgiseness
itself. Teaching works to pro-
i oke thought. raise questions,
and provide history. but it cannot
transform. as preaching must.
Mr. Sneet. himself. seems not

to claim a gift in preaching or
e.iposition. his byline being
-1 listorian. Futurist. Father.

Opinion
Shock and Awe:

Responding to Katrina the

Effective Way.

No one needs a recap of what's

happened in New' Orleans over the

past week. Devastation and de-
struction on a scale that, that. to be

perfectly honest. makes 9/11 look

somewhat insignificant. And. to be
perfectly honest again. aside from
praying and asking the grocery
store cashier to add a couple bucks
to your bill as a Red Cross dona-
tion. there really isn't anything
most of us can do to directly help
the victims ofthe storm. Ifthose

of us not trained in emergency

He defines himselfas a teacher

who speaks in both the future and
past tenses. Preaching. however.
must be present tense speech.

I was provoked by his lecture
series-- provoked to thought. to

further study. and to a continued
purstlit oftrue cultural relerancy.
Though his approach to Scrip-
tural interpretation was. at times.
very subjective. his brief"lectio
devina" reflections were some-

times very edifying. CLEW
became. in essence. a quality
reflective lecture series.

Perhaps we. as a campus.
should reconsider our purposes
for times of-"renewal." Granted.

the Holy Spirit may choose
to work either because of'or

sometimes in spite of our best
laid plans. Nonetheless. ive must
ask whether we desire times of

teaching. filled with insightful
anecdotes. or whether we desire

a time ofeffectual transformation

in the hearts of the student body.
faculty. and stall. Il-we decide
we want the latter. n e may need
to lift our vision ofpreaching.*

rescue operations really want
to help. we should be focusing
our heartache on asking how
this was allowed to happen, and
demanding that steps be taken to
prevent it from happening again.
I say "allowed to happen" quite
purposefully here because. folks.
we as a nation are quite squarely
to blame for the tragedy of New
Orleans.

Let's start with the storm

itself. Historically. blaming

humans for natural catastrophes
has been the province of religious
fundamentalist-types proclaim-
ing divinejudgment. Not this
time: scientists (that is. those not

being paid by the energy industry
to say that global warming is
a myth) have long warned that
our consumption and resultant
pollution are having adverse v

affects on the global climate.
and that more extreme weather

could well be one ofthese. The

metaphorical Chinese butterfly's
wings causing a hurricane in the

Atlantic have been replaced with
a very real Bmpg SUV driving
the kids to soccer practice. Until
we start using less energy. and

getting what we use from cleaner
sources. phenomena like Katrina
Will just become more and more
frequent. Meeting this threat
requires a combination ofindivid-
ual responsibility in energy use,
and increased emissions controls

and funding for alternative energy
research on the part of the gos'-
emment.

That brings us to the govern-
ment, which has quite frankly
failed on every front in its
preparations and response to
Katrina. Let's start with the

slashing of the New Orleans flood
control program budget by the
Bush administration in order to

finance its little Iraq excursion.

On top ofthat. nearly a third of
the Louisiana National Guard was

in Iraq, limiting the capabilities

of the group regularly tasked with
disaster response. Finally. cori-
sider that the administrative heads

of FEMA appointed by Bush
were political allies with little to .

no concrete experience in disaster
management. and you have all the
fixink for the bungled. incom-
petent government response to
Katrina that we bore witness to..

It should be manilestly obvious
by now that the real threats to
-homeland security" are much
closer to us than the Middle East

(continued on page 7)
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Spiritual Statistics:
The Issue of the Hour

As obedient Houghton
students and faithful chapel
attendees, we all heard (or at

least heard about) the welcome

back/double scan announcement

that opened our year as a spiritual
community. 1 don't want to write
about that.

Not only has it already been

discussed at length-whether

formally or among peers. intelli-

gently or in mass emai I form-it

is. in my opinion. a second-

ary point. Though a nuisance.

double scanning merely reinforc-

es an underlying problem in our
community: that of trust between
students and administration. Our

Vice President of Student has

implemented thedouble scanning
system in order to en force the

requirement of' chapel attendance
and, furthermore. to eradicate the

possibility ofscan-and-scram-

ming without the administration's
awareness of the fact. Reluc-

tantly. I must ask why this has
become an issue at all.

Scan and scramming. while
deplorable, should be seen for

what it is: the inevitable margin

of rule-breakers slinking their
way out of a privilege they treat

as an imposition. As I under-

stand it. chapel is designed to
promote the spiritual weli-be-

ing and unity of the Houghton
community. It is an opportunity

to come together in teaching,

prayer and worship and to

nurture each other as the body
°ot Christ. It is a blessing in
which we. as believers. should

be not only glad but grateful to

participate.

Naturally. a group of 1. 200

undergraduates. ranging from

adolescents to young adults.
will vary in their appreciation

ofsuch things. However. the
college administration is not

responsible for forcing students

DOUBLE SCANNING:

WHAT'S NEXT?! :(
1

BLINDFOLDS
NO HOMEWORK IN CHAPEL

3.

The administration could follow

much of modern chrisianity
in triating certain outward

which, granted, is a small

0

2

HANDCUFFS
FORCED PRAYERFUL POSTURE

enforcing chapel attendance,

of valuing superficiality
whili neglicting lui piety. .

to appreciate anything about

Houghton. Whatever our rea-
sons. we agree to become part of

this community when we choose_
to live and work here for four of

our most formative years, and
that is where the Student Life's

responsibilities lie-in enhane-

ing the positive aspects of that

community.

Disciplinary tactics and
watchful eyes are for parents

and children: the relationship be-
tween student and administration

should be one of mutual trust and

respect. Until now. the policy of

having students scan in for cha-

pei credit could be seen as noth-

ing more than a counting tool.

though punitive measures taken
against repeated chapel offenders

raise some questions about that

interpretation. One could think
of the community senice often

demanded ofchapel delinquents

as wholesome encouragement

to students to take advantage of

the blessings offered them. but

revoking privileges? That is
simply puniti e. a measure taken

to enforce regulations.
The Statement ofCommu-

nity Responsibilities that we all

signed as incoming first > ears

(and were recently asked to sign
again) asserts chapel attendance

among the many standards that

Houghton College demands

be observed by its students: no
drinking, no smoking. no drugs.

and so forth. It is the right of

( Shock: continued from page 6 )

or North Korea. and it's time ne

demand that our government start
paying proper attention to them
rather than pursuing a dubious
overseas agenda.

Barbara Bush nailed our last

point on the head when she chan-
neled Marie Antoinette at the

Astrodonie refugee camp and

proclaimed thal -So many· of the
people in the arena here u ere
underprivileged anyways... this
is. *chuckle*. this is working out

ery well for them." The poor

and the helpless, those lacking the
means to leave Neu Orleans or

eien prepare for the storm. han'e

suffered a majority of the damage
caused by the storm. That so many
were in such a desperate position
to begin with. and were not evacu-

any private institution to st/pu-

late such standards. obedience is

every bit as optional as member-

ship. 1 do not dispute Student

Li fe's right to monitor chapel
attendance but whether it is wise

to do so.

Houghton. as a Christian :,
liberal arts college, seeks to

create scholar-servants: glob-

ally-minded. critical thinkers and

people of integrity. Monitoring

the adherence of such a group to

certain minimums is not just ineft

fective in promoting the desired

spiritual experience. it is destruc-
tive. For what does monitor-

ing students" attendance by any
means communicate but a lack of-

mutual respect and trust'? Integ-

rity cannot be cultivated without

opportunity, and where there is

opportunity to show integrity.
there is opportunity to cheat.
Such is the nature of the beast.

So whitt sense does it make to

tailor the most prominent of our
policies on spiritual life to the

few delinquents. and. for the

rest. try to monitor their spiri-
tuality like an exercise regime?
Students must be entrusted with -

responsibility. or how will *sy
grow from adolescents to adults?
1 1- we seek to cultivate adults of

integrity, ue must be willing treat
them as such.*

ated or taken to shelters in advance

of Katrina. is a stinging condem-
nation of the callous attitude this

nation takes towards its least

fortunate members. Perhaps some
of-the Pentagon's half-trillion dol-
lar budget might actually manage

to -protect the folks at home" i f it
was directed into necessities such

as healthcare. education. housing.

and employment assistance for

those who so desperately need it?
While it is certainly appropriate

to moum those lost to Katrina. we

do tar more service to the dead by
recognizing the responsibility we
all (albeit some more than others)

bear for this tragedy. and taking
steps to ensure that it does not hap-

pen again.*
21
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Comics

The Camp Wrath Songbook

i KEEP ON GETTNG

THIS FEELING I

SHOULD BE DOING

SOMETHNG. rrS

LIKE THIS TENSION.

ALL THIS TALK

FLYING AROUND,
WAITNG TO GAIN

CRITICAL MASS

UNni/ ACTUALLY

BECOMES A

PHYSICAL THIJG.

STEYEN, FEELINGS OF ANXIETY
AR NORMAL AT THIS TIME IN *pqi PIZZA ,-1YOUR LIFE. BUT YOU CANTLEST

YOUR U,CERTAINTY GET IN THEE PARTY! i<JWAY OF LIVING Tl-E LIFE YOU

HAVE NOW. YOULL PROBABLY BE - J
i.4/ /5,1 1FINE ONCE YOU GETMARRIED. IF /-

NOT, THEN ONCE YOU GETA GOOD

JOB. OR YOUR FRST OR SECOND /llllll /t 
CHILD IS BORN. MAYBE YOLR

QUESTIONS WILL BEEANSWEREDFilIghlifat[[. rii
ANSWERED WITH A. !61 -

Stroke of Thursday

keaP Sr*4IGHTf

YW lkN

f R

MY lt>NGUE.-J O

Joe and Ducko

AkE CrrVERS

-liZ-Z>d

1

HOWDOESTHATMAKE YOU FEEL? i

FEEL LKE IVE BEEN PREPARING MY-
------J ENTRE LF E TO START LMNG. IVE BEEN

WAITNG FORTHE DAY I CAN EMERGE

FROM THE CAVE OF PREPARATION AND

SAY '•HERE I AM. THIS IS THE PART THAT

COUNTS." AS 1 GET CLOSER TO LEAVNG

THIS PLACE, 1 WORRY I'LL LAY ON Mr

DEATH BED ST[LLNOT QUmE PREPARED.

A M 1 WAm N G F OR A M O MENT THAT W I L L

NEVER COME? 3

HI, MY NAMS 1 5

If-

I YES!!! J-

E- I CAN GOON MY 1
l_ SKATEBOARD! J

by Andrew Davis

ANb x'M A NAME-
FORGerrek ;-4

04...

B.

by Joseph Freeman
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